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Respected	 Seniors,	 Professional	
Colleagues	and	Dearest	Students,

While writing this second Chairman 
Communique, we are at the end of the 
financial year ending and I take this 
opportunity to thank each one of you for 
all your on-going support, appreciation 
and feedback during the calendar 
quarter. Definitely, it encourages us as 

'Team Pune' to facilitate you better.

It is a proud moment for each one of us while Pune Chapter of 
WIRC of ICSI is completing 49 years of it's long  journey in the 
year 2022 and entering into a 'Golden Jubilee Year'.

It is well said that 'Without a solid foundation, you will have 
trouble creating anything of value' and if you build that 
foundation, both the moral and the ethical foundation, as well as 
the business foundation, and the experience foundation, then the 
building won't crumble. 

thIt's a long journey! The Pune Chapter started on 17  day of 
January 1973. As our seniors taught us, in the era of 80's decade 
when the journey of chapter started, due to lack of resources, less 
recognition as compared to today, unawareness among 
stakeholders and modernisation, be it digitalisation, human 
resources, communication channels, limited recognition in the 
statues, available infrastructures, etc, it was not at all easy to get 
the things which we have easily available today. Secondly, on the 
front of Chapter, creating awareness among the students, 
members, gathering students and members for their respective 
activities, was a great challenge for then leaders in the 'offline' era 
as compared to to days' 'online' era. Making infrastructures 
available for chapter offices, students, members including 
helping ministry officials searching premises for ROC offices was 
also part of their work, such a situation we don't see today.

All these consistent efforts by these torch bearers and with their 
extensive and rich experience, regular knowledge sharing, 
training to the next generation, guidance and support to the 
successors, leadership, volunteering and many more things as 
done by our predecessors have made Pune Chapter glorified and 
hence it is not a short journey to make it glorified. And continuing 
the same tradition, today we proudly say that Pune Chapter is one 
of the most vibrant Chapters across India.

The Pune Chapter has also made tremendous contributions in 
the journey of the Institute of Company Secretaries of India (ICSI) 
since its inception. When we say 'Pune has given six Presidents to 
the ICSI and it is only a Pune Chapter all across India which has 
given Six Presidents to the ICSI', we get goose bumps. I feel proud 
while naming all six stalwarts from Pune CS Dr. K. R. Chandratre, 
CS Dr. J Sridhar, CS Mahesh Athavale, CS Vinayak Khanvalkar, CS 
Makrand Lele and current sitting president of ICSI CS Devendra 
Deshpande. For the Western India Regional Council (WIRC), we 
as Chapter contributed a lot as well. Till now we have given eight 
leaders to WIRC and I must name here all those contributors CS T. 
V. Ramachandran, CS Dr. Arvind Navare, CS Dr. K. R. Chandratre, 
CS Dr. J Sridhar, CS Vinayak Khanvalkar, CS Makrand  Lele and CS 

Pawan G Chandak. Also, I am deeply moved and feeling so proud 
thwhile mentioning that I am 37  Chairman of the Pune Chapter 

and so far 36 Chairmen have served the Pune Chapter with 
utmost dignity and set excellent examples of great leadership.

The Pune being known as the “Vidyeche Maher Ghar” i.e. the 
Origin of education, the Pune Chapter has also carried the same 
legacy as it has. We at Pune Chapter, strongly feel that, the Pune 
Chapter has its own legacy. We are known to deliver quality in 
everything we do, like quality faculties, quality programs, quality 
hospitalities to our 'Atithi'; we are known to deliver quality 
leaders like I mentioned above and we are also known to show 
the path and set the different benchmarks in all respects. Without 
going much back, I would mention here about 'Pune Residential 
Conference (PRC) of year 2017, Annual PCS Conference of  year 
2019, 1st ever Regional Corporate CS Conference of year 2020 
and Annual Regional Conference (ARC) of year 2021 are few 
iconic conferences hosted / organised by Pune Chapter and also 
looking forward to more such conferences / events for imparting 
knowledge to our esteemed Members and beloved Students. 

rdRecently, on 3  April 2022, before publishing this issue, we have 
thcelebrated 49  Foundation Day along with celebration of 

National Best Chapter Awards of the Pune Chapter in the gracious 
presence of CS Devendra Deshpande, President ICSI and other 
dignitaries of our profession. Many Members and Students 
participated for the event along with their family members.

This year, in an attempt to facilitate the members and students 
under an initiative of 'Refreshing Core Avenues', we as 'Team 
Pune' conducted various activities during the month of March. To 
provide an opportunity to get connected with the members and 
students, we have organised 'Box Cricket' tournaments and also 
organised 'exhibition cricket match' between ROC, Pune officials 
and Pune Managing Committee to encourage the friendly 
bonding between the regulator's and professionals. Felicitation 
of CS passed students, full day programs on Law of Contracts & JV 
Agreement, Start-up: recent trends-funding-deals, CSR, 
Valuation Profession & Opportunities to CS, Series of SCM on 
relevant topics were organised during the month. One Day 

ndWomen's Conference, 32  Residential Two Days Workshop on 
'Critical issues in Corporate Laws' at Mahabaleshwar, First ever 
Two Days Conference on 'Secretarial Audit' with in depth 
coverage were the notable programs for the month.

Form this desk, I appeal to all the members and students to come 
forward for volunteering for various activities that we as a 
Chapter conducts for members and students and especially for 
Career Awareness Program(s) (CAPs), suggestions on topics for 
member programs / conferences, your interest as a faculty for 
Study Circle Meetings, submitting articles for this newsletter, etc.

Happy reading…!!!

Yours Sincerely,

CS	Sanjay	Patare

Chairman,
Pune Chapter of  WIRC of  ICSI
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Introduction

Annual Report is one of the most important documents 
representing the growth, level and the major events 
happened in the company during the year. Annual 
Report is sent to the Shareholder, Directors and Auditors 
of the Company before twenty-one clear days from the 
date of the Annual General Meeting of the Company.

While preparing the Annual Report, provisions of 
Companies Act, 2013 and in addition to it in case of 
Listed Companies, SEBI (Listing Obligations and 
Disclosure Requirement) Regulations, 2015 are also 
considered to include all the necessary contents 
required as per law in the Annual Report. These 
guidelines prescribe all the contents which the 
Shareholders should be aware of including about the 
progress of the Company because they have invested 
funds in the Company.

KEY CONTENTS OF THE ANNUAL REPORT:

1. Notice of the Annual General Meeting (AGM)

2. Board Report (Directors' Report)

3. Independent Auditor's Report

4. Financial Statements of the Company (Balance 
Sheet, Statement of Profit & Loss, Cash Flow 
Statement and Notes to Accounts)

The above-mentioned documents are mandatory to be 
included in the Annual Report as per law. Few people 
follow the practice of including the Notice of AGM as 
well and few send it separately to the Shareholders. 
Detailed information on the abovementioned contents 
is being covered separately in this Article.

KEY RESPONSIBLE PERSON / OWNER OF THE ANNUAL 
REPORT:

Normally, in every company, Key Responsible Person is 
appointed for preparation of any document / policy. 
Accordingly, Company Secretary is expected prepare the 
Annual Report since it includes various compliance 
related clauses. Though the Annual Report includes the 
Financial Statements of the Company, it is expected that 
the Company Secretary should get the details from 
Accounts and Finance team and should publish the same 

in the Annual Report. Therefore, Company Secretary is 
considered as the owner / key responsible person of 
Annual Report.

BETTER CORPORATE GOVERNANCE:

In the present era, Corporate Governance has become 
the most important factor for investors as well as 
regulators to bifurcate the Company as bad, good, and 
best. Company which is doing well but not compliant of 
applicable laws is considered as bad Company, Company 
doing well and is compliant of applicable laws is 
considered as good. However, Company doing well, 
Compliant of applicable laws and also following the 
better Corporate Governance practices is considered as 
best.

Better Corporate Governance includes, transparency, 
accountability, fairness, and responsibility. If the 
Company follows all these areas, it is recognised in the 
market. Whenever, someone does something good 
more than the necessity, he / she is considered as good 
and recognised in people.

Considering the above, as per the Companies Act, 2013 
and SEBI (LODR) Regulations, 2015, the Company 
Secretaries include all the information in the Annual 
Report as required by law. However, as a practice of 
better corporate governance and to increase the 
reputation of the Company, it is recommended to add 
the information (which is not confidential) in the Annual 
Report, to reflect the transparency, even if not 
mandatory by law which gives a Shareholder a proud 
feeling being the owner of the Company.

ANNUAL REPORT: A BETTER CORPORATE GOVERNANCE PRACTICE

CS Prity Adwani

Email : prity.adwani@gmail.com

Article
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ANNUAL REPORT: A BETTER CORPORATE GOVERNANCE PRACTICE

Section / 
Rule No Title Description

134 (3) Financial Statement, 
Board's Report, etc.

a)  Web Address, if any where the Annual Return is placed 

b)  number of meetings of the Board;

c)  Directors' Responsibility Statement

ca)  details in respect of frauds reported by auditors

d)  a statement on declaration given by Independent Directors

e)  explanations or comments by the Board on every qualification,  
       reservation or adverse remark or disclaimer made by the Auditors.

f)  particulars of loans, guarantees or investments made by the Company
 u/s 186

g)  particulars of contracts or arrangements with related parties in Form
 AOC 2

h)  the state of the company's affairs

I)  the amounts, if any, which it proposes to carry to any reserves;

j)  the amount, if any, which it recommends should be paid by way of
 dividend 

k)  material changes and commitments, if any, affecting the financial  
 position of the company 

l)  the conservation of energy, technology absorption, foreign exchange
 earnings and outgo.

m)  a statement indicating development and implementation of a risk  
 management policy

n)  Web Link of the corporate social responsibility Policy for the  
 Companies covered u/s 135. 

Rule 8(5) the Companies 
(Accounts) Rules, 
2014

8(5)(iv) the names of companies which have become or ceased to be its
 Subsidiaries, joint ventures or associate companies during the year;

March - 2022
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Section / 
Rule No Title Description

(v)  the details relating to deposits, covered under Chapter V of the Act, 
(a)  accepted during the year;
(b)  remained unpaid or unclaimed as at the end of the year;
(c)  whether there has been any default in repayment of deposits or 

payment of interest thereon during the year and if so, number of such 
cases and the total amount involved-
(i) at the beginning of the year;
(ii) maximum during the year;
(iii)  at the end of the year;

(vi)  the details of deposits which are not in compliance with the  
 requirements of Chapter V of the Act 

(vii)  the details of significant and material orders passed by the regulators 
 or courts or tribunals impacting the going concern status and  
 company's operations in future;

(viii)  the details in respect of adequacy of internal financial controls with 
 reference to the Financial Statements.

(ix)  a disclosure, as to whether maintenance of cost records as specified 
 by the Central Government under sub-section (1) of section 148 of 
 the Companies Act, 2013, is required by the Company and   
accordingly such accounts and records are made and maintained 

(x)  a statement that the company has complied with provisions relating to 
 the constitution of Internal Complaints Committee under the Sexual 
 Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and 
 Redressal) Act, 2013 [14 of 2013]

(xi)  the details of application made or any proceeding pending under the 
 Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 (31 of 2016) during the year 
 along with their status as at the end of the financial year.

(xii)  the details of difference between amount of the valuation done at the 
 time of one time settlement and the valuation done while taking loan 
 from the Banks or Financial Institutions along with the reasons there of.

Annexure I The Companies 
(Corporate Social 
Responsibility 
Policy) Rules, 2014

Annual Report on CSR:
Details about CSR Policy, CSR Committee, Average Net Profit, CSR 
Expenditure, Details of CSR spends, Manner of spends, 

Others Statement of Compliance with Secretarial Standards of ICSI

March - 2022
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Section / 
Rule No

Title Description

134 (3) Financial Statement, 
Board's Report, etc.

(e) a web address of the policy on Directors' appointment and 
remuneration policy, if any. 

1B. For Listed Company / Unlisted Public Companies Having Paid Up Capital Rs. 10 Crs / Turnover Rs. 100 Crs. / 
Borrowings Rs.50 Crs

Section / 
Rule No

Title Description

Rule 5 The Companies 
(Appointment and 
Remuneration of 
Managerial 
Personnel) Rules, 
2014

(I)  the ratio of the remuneration of each director to the median  
 remuneration of the employees of the company for the financial year;

(ii)  the percentage increase in remuneration of each director, Chief  
 Financial Officer, Chief Executive Officer, Company Secretary or 
  Manager, if any, in the financial year;

(iii)  the percentage increase in the median remuneration of employees in 
 the financial year;

(iv)  the number of permanent employees on the rolls of company;

(viii)  average percentile increases already made in the salaries of  
 employees other than the managerial personnel in the last financial 
 year and its comparison with the percentile increase in the managerial 
 remuneration and justification thereof and point out if there are any 
 exceptional circumstances for increase in the managerial 
            remuneration;

(xii) affirmation that the remuneration is as per the remuneration policy of 
the company.

the names of the top ten employees in terms of remuneration drawn and the 
name of every employee, who-
(I) if employed throughout the financial year, was in receipt of remuneration 
for that year which, in the aggregate, was not less than one crore and two 
lakh rupees;
(ii) if employed for a part of the financial year, was in receipt of remuneration 
for any part of that year, at a rate which, in the aggregate, was not less than 
eight lakh and fifty thousand rupees per month;
(iii) if employed throughout the financial year or part thereof, was in receipt 
of remuneration in that year which, in the aggregate, or as the case may be, at 
a rate which, in the aggregate, is in excess of that drawn by the managing 
director or whole-time director or manager and holds by himself or along 
with his spouse and dependent children, not less than two percent of the 
equity shares of the company.

1C. Only for Listed Company: (as per the amended definition of Listed Company, only the Equity Listed 
Companies are covered)

March - 2022
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Section / 
Rule No

Title Description

 In addition to the above, following details are required to be mentioned: 
(I)       designation of the employee;
(ii)     remuneration received;
(iii)     nature of employment, whether contractual or otherwise;
(iv)     qualifications and experience of the employee;
(v)      date of commencement of employment;
(vi)     the age of such employee;
(vii)    the last employment held by such employee before joining the 

company;
(viii)   the percentage of equity shares held by the employee in the 

company within the meaning of clause (iii) of sub-rule (2) above; 
and

(ix)    whether any such employee is a relative of any director or manager 
of the company and if so, name of such director or manager:

(I)  all elements of remuneration package such as salary, benefits,   
bonuses, stock options, pension, etc., of all the Directors 
(ii)  details of fixed component. and performance linked incentives along 
 with the performance criteria;
(iii)  service contracts, notice period, severance fees; and
(iv)  stock option details, if any, and whether the same has been issued at a 
 discount as well as the period over which accrued and over which 
 exercisable.

1D. Other Companies: 

1. Formal Board Evaluation:

(Section 134 Rule 8(4) of the Companies (Accounts) 
Rules, 2014)

Every listed company and 

every other public company having a paid-up share 
capital of twenty-five crore rupees 

shall include, in the report by its Board of directors, a 
statement indicating the manner in which formal annual 
evaluation has been made by the Board of its own 
performance and that of its committees and individual 
directors.

2. Secretarial Audit Report:

(Section 204 – Rule 9 of the companies (Appointment 
and Remuneration of Managerial Personnel) Rules, 
2014 

Every Listed Company and

Every public company having 

(a) Paid-up share capital of fifty crore rupees or more; or

(b) Every public company having a turnover of two 
hundred fifty crore rupees or more; 

(c) Every company having outstanding loans or 
borrowings from banks or public financial institutions of 
one hundred crore rupees or more.

shall annex with its Board's report, a secretarial audit 
report, given by a company secretary in practice, in such 
form MR 3 

3. Directors Remuneration:

(Schedule V of the Companies Act, 2013)

Every Public Company shall disclose in its Board Report 
under the heading “Corporate Governance”: 

(I) all elements of remuneration package such as salary, 
benefits, bonuses, stock options, pension, etc., of all the 
Directors; 
(ii) details of fixed component and performance linked 
incentives along with the performance criteria;
(iii) service contracts, notice period, severance fees; 
and

March - 2022
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(iv) stock option details, if any, and whether the same 
has been issued at a discount as well as the period 
over which accrued and over which exercisable.

1. SEBI (LISTING OBLIGATIONS AND DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS) REGULATIONS, 2015:

Clause No. Title Description

 24A Secretarial 
Audit 

Every listed entity and its material unlisted subsidiaries incorporated in India shall 
annex a secretarial audit report given by a company secretary in practice with the 
annual report.

32 Statement of 
deviation(s) or 
variation(s).

(5) an explanation for the variation specified below:
(a) indicating deviations, if any, in the use of proceeds from the objects stated in 
the offer document or explanatory statement to the notice for the general 
meeting, as applicable; 
(b) indicating category wise variation (capital expenditure, sales and marketing, 
working capital etc.) between projected utilisation of funds made by it in its offer 
document or explanatory statement to the notice for the general meeting, as 
applicable and the actual utilisation of funds. 

(7A) Where an entity has raised funds through preferential allotment or qualified 
institutions placement, it disclose every year, the utilization of such funds during 
that year in its Annual Report until such funds are fully utilized.

34 Annual Report (a) audited financial statements i.e. balance sheets, profit and loss accounts etc 
and Statement on Impact of Audit Qualifications as stipulated in regulation 
33(3)(d), if applicable;

(b) consolidated financial statements audited by its statutory auditors; 

( c)  cash flow statement 

(d) directors report; 

(e) management discussion and analysis report - either as a part of directors' 
report or addition thereto; 

(f) for the top one thousand listed entities based on market capitalization, a 
business responsibility report describing the initiatives taken by the listed entity 
from an environmental, social and governance perspective, in the format as 
specified by the Board from time to time: 

March - 2022
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Clause No. Title Description

43A Dividend 
Distribution 
Policy

Web Link of the Dividend Distribution Policy

53 Annual Report 
for Debt Listed 
Companies

In case of Debt Listed Company:
(a) audited financial statements i.e. balance sheets, profit and loss accounts etc, 
and Statement on Impact of Audit Qualifications as stipulated in regulation 
52(3)(a), if applicable; 
(b) cash flow statement presented only under the indirect method as prescribed 
in Accounting Standard-3/ Indian Accounting Standard 7, mandated under 
Section 133 of the Companies Act, 2013 read with relevant rules framed 
thereunder or by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India, whichever is 
applicable; 
(c) auditors report; 
(d) directors report; 
(e) name of the debenture trustees with full contact details;
(f) related party disclosures as specified in Para A of Schedule V. 

77 Structure of 
Indian 
Depository 
Receipts

The listed entity shall ensure that the underlying shares of IDRs, if any shall rank 
pari-passu with the existing shares of the same class and the fact of having 
different classes of shares based on different criteria, if any, shall be disclosed by 
the listed entity in the annual report. 33(3)(d), if applicable;

Schedule V Annual Report A. Related Party Transactions
B. Management Discussion and Analysis Report
C. Corporate Governance Report
D. Declaration of CEO confirming compliance of code of conduct
E. Compliance Certificate
F. Disclosure for demat suspense account/ unclaimed suspense account 

1. OTHER LAWS:

POSH (The Sexual Harassment Of Women At The 
Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition And  Redressal)  
Act,  2013)

Pursuant to the POSH Act a statement that the company  
has  complied  with  the provision  relating  to  the  
constitution  of  Internal Complaints  Committee  under  

the  Sexual  Harassment  of Women  at  the  Workplace  
(Prevention,  Prohibition  and Redressal)  Act,  2013 
need to be incorporated in the Annual Report.

There may be other disclosures not covered above 
depending on the applicability of various laws to 
different companies, however, the above-mentioned 
clauses intend to cover the broad idea on the Board / 
Directors Report of the Company.

ANNUAL REPORT: A BETTER CORPORATE GOVERNANCE PRACTICE
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RECOMMENDED STRUCTURE OF THE ANNUAL REPORT:
Accordingly, the structure of the Annual Report should be as follows depending on the applicability of the same to 
the Company:

1 Corporate Identity: Overview of the Company 6 Corporate Information:
üLeadership Team 
üStatutory Auditors
üSecretarial Auditors
üInternal Auditors
üBankers
üRegistered Office 
Address
üRegistrar and Transfer 
Agent, 
 if any.

2 Notice of the Annual General Meeting

3 Board's Report:
üAnnexure I: Statement Containing Salient Features of  
Financial Statements of Subsidiaries (AOC – 1)
üAnnexure II: Details of transactions with Related Parties (AOC - 2)
üAnnexure III: Corporate Governance Report
üAnnexure IV: Annual Report on CSR Activities
üAnnexure V: Secretarial Audit Report (MR-3)
üAnnexure VI: Managerial Remuneration
üAnnexure VII: Management Discussion and Analysis Report

4 Independent Auditors Report

5 Financial Statements of the Company:
üBalance Sheet
üStatement of Profit and Loss
üStatement of Cash Flows
üNotes to Accounts

WAY FORWARD:

As a way forward, being the Company Secretary of the 
Company and to enhance the Corporate Governance 
practices of the Company, it is recommended to disclose 
various points which can give the clear picture of the 
Company to the stakeholders.

Following are few suggestions to be considered while 
preparing the Annual Report of the Company:

1. Corporate Identity i.e. about the Company 
including its vision and mission: this helps for the 
new investor / shareholder and various 
stakeholders to understand the company.

2. Chairman's and Chief Executive Officer's message 
to the Shareholders: this helps the shareholder to 
understand senior management's perspective

3. Locations of the Company, number of employees, 
Credit Ratings, Key Highlights, product details / 
services offered should be included in the initial 

pages.

4. Various Diagrams may be used to indicate the 
performance of the Company.

5. Along with the attendance of the Directors in the 
meetings, number of meetings, dates, names of the 
Directors, detailed bifurcation should be given.

6. Theme should be decided for the Annual Report 
every year considering the business growth of the 
Company

7. Various photographs with the Employees and 
Senior Management should be included in the 
Report which helps the shareholders to understand 
the resource which is running their business.

8. Photographs of the Directors on Board should be 
included with the small introduction of them.

9. Names of the Leadership Team may be included 
which makes them feel good.

March - 2022
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CONCLUDING REMARKS:

Annual Report is the basic document representing the 
overall Company, its performance, shareholders, 
employees, and various stakeholders, it is a document 
which can decide whether the investor will invest in the 
Company, whether the vendor will give the deal to it, 
whether an employee will join the company, whether 
the ministry will accept the application, whether the 
competitor will tie up. Since the document is so 
important, why not to focus while preparing the same 
and to make it attractive for someone to read it 
thoroughly.

Therefore, being the Company Secretaries, lets try to 
make an Annual Report as a source of better Corporate 
Governance practices than merely a Regulatory 
Document.

GOVERNANCE BEYOND COMPLIANCE!!!!

Sources: 
Ebook -MCA
SEBI (LODR) Regulations, 2015 updated till January 24, 
2022
ICSI Secretarial Standard 4: Report of the Board of 
Directors. 

March - 2022
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What is “Audit” and “Internal Audit?” 

“Audit” in general terms means to check, verify, 
examine any data, information, record, register, 
process or system thoroughly.

“Internal Audit” in common parlance means to 
check, verify, examine in depth internally or within 
the organisation the systems, records,  registers, 
books, data, information pertaining to the 
Company to ensure that they are in line with the set 
standards of compliances, established systems and 
are in an accurate and up to date position. 

Internal Audit can also be defined as a detailed 
examination of an entity's internal control systems, 
corporate governance, compliance processes and 
methods. 

What it ensures?

Internal audit ensures effectiveness in the 
company's day to day activities or company's 
business. 

Internal audit ensures compliance with various 
laws, rules and regulations applicable to the 
company which in turn help to keep the records up 
to date. 

Internal audit provides operational efficiency by 
identifying the mistakes done by the management 
before the External Auditor identifies them. The 
main purpose of internal audit is to make aware the 
Board of Directors, the errors and/or the 
irregularities and/ or the frauds that have taken 
place or may take place in the Company. 

Considering the quantum of accounting entries and 
transactions involved, the complexities of 
compliances, the External Auditors may sometime 
resort to sample testing, test checking of vouchers 
and other records and transactions of the 
Company. In such circumstances the External 
Auditor (though not necessarily) can rely on the 

report of the Internal Auditor and Internal audit 
may prove to be a helping hand for the External 
auditors.

The journey of Internal Audit:

Before we go into the details of section 138 of the 
Companies Act, 2013 which mandated Internal 
audit to the Corporates, lets us see the journey how 
the concept of Internal Audit had emerged under 
the Company law. 

The provisions of Internal Audit were not 
mandatory under the Companies Act, 1913 and 
under the Companies Act, 1956. There was only a 
reference coming in the MAOCARO, 1988 in which 
the Statutory Auditors were to comment on the 
Internal Audit system in the Company whether 
commensurate with the size and nature of business 
carried on by the Company. 

The reporting on Internal Audit system by the 
Statutory Auditors continued in CARO, 2003 which 
replaced the MAOCARO, 1988. It also continued in 
CARO, 2015. However the reporting on Internal 
Audit system by the Statutory Auditors was skipped 
in CARO, 2016 (at present applicable) which had 
repealed CARO, 2015. 

Now again as per CARO, 2020 which is to be 
implemented for the Financial year 2021-22, the 
Statutory Auditors are required to comment or 
report on the Internal Audit system of the Company 
in their Audit Report. 

The need of the hour necessitated the Regulators to 
make Internal Audit mandatory to certain class of 
companies as specified therein pursuant to the 
provisions of Section 138 of the Companies Act, 
2013. 

138. – Internal Audit-

(1)  Such class or classes of companies as may be 
prescribed shall be required to appoint an 

“INTERNAL SECRETARIAL AUDIT” 

CS Manish Chikodikar and Pranav Chikodikar (Student-CS Professional) 
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internal auditor, who shall either be a 
Chartered accountant or a Cost accountant, or 
such other professional as may be decided by 
the Board to conduct internal audit of the 
functions and activities of the company.

(2) The Central Government may, by rules, 
prescribe the manner and the intervals in 
which the internal audit shall be conducted 
and reported to the Board.

Rule 13 of the Companies (Accounts), Rules, 2014 - 
Companies Required to Appoint Internal Auditor:

(1) The following class of companies shall be 
required to appoint an internal auditor [which 
may be either an individual or a partnership 
firm or a body corporate], namely:-

(a)  every listed company;

(b)  every unlisted public company having-

(i)  paid up share capital of fifty crore rupees or 
more during the preceding financial year; or

(ii)  turnover of two hundred crore rupees or more 
during the preceding financial year; or

(iii)  outstanding loans or borrowings from banks or 
public financial institutions exceeding one 
hundred crore rupees or more at any point of 
time during the preceding financial year; or

(iv) outstanding deposits of twenty five crore 
rupees or more at any point of time during the 
preceding financial year; and

(c)  every private company having-

(i)  turnover of two hundred crore rupees or more 
during the preceding financial year; or

(ii)  outstanding loans or borrowings from banks or 
public financial institutions exceeding one 
hundred crore rupees or more at any point of 
time during the preceding financial year:

 Provided that an existing company covered 
under any of the above criteria shall comply 
with the requirements of section 138 and this 
rule within six months of commencement of 
such section.

Explanation.- For the purposes of this rule –

(i) the internal auditor may or may not be an 
employee of the company;

(ii) the term “Chartered Accountant” or “Cost 
Accountant” shall mean a “Chartered 
Accountant” or a “Cost Accountant”, as the 
case may be, whether engaged in practice or 
not'.

(2) The Audit Committee of the company or the 
Board shall, in consultation with the Internal 
Auditor, formulate the scope, functioning, 
periodicity and methodology for conducting 
the internal audit.

Internal Financial Audit-

As you all know, Financial Audit is compulsory for 
every Company, whether Public or Private 
irrespective of its turnover, share capital, 
borrowings etc. On the other hand Internal Audit is 
made mandatory only to few class of companies 
out of all, specifying therein the limits as regards 
the Turnover, paid up share capital, borrowings, 
deposits etc. vide section 138 of the Companies 
Act, 2013. 

In common parlance and also traditionally Internal 
Audit is linked with or understood with reference to 
Finance or Financial Audit.  

Internal Secretarial Audit-

The provisions of section 204 of the Companies Act, 
2013 mandates Secretarial Audit for Bigger 
Companies. As per the said section, Secretarial 
Audit is applicable to the following companies-

1) Every listed company;

2) Public company having paid up share capital of 
Rs. 50 crores or more;

3) Public Company having turnover of Rs. 250 
crores or more;

4) Any company (public or private) having 
outstanding loans or borrowing from banks or 
public financial institutions of Rs. 100 crores or 
more.

“INTERNAL SECRETARIAL AUDIT” 
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A Practising CS has to address a report to the 
shareholders of the Company in Form MR-3 about 
the compliances made by the Company in respect 
of Company law, Securities Contract Act, 
Depositories Act, FEMA, various laws pertaining to 
SEBI, Listing agreements, Secretarial Standards and 
other laws specifically applicable to an Industry. For 
Example in case of a Chemical Industry the “specific 
applicable laws” are Laws pertaining to 
Environment Protection, Pollution control, 
Explosives, Public Liability Insurance, Manufacture 
and storage of Hazardous goods, Waste 
management and Effluent treatment etc.   Such 
specific applicable laws will differ from Company to 
Company.  Form MR-3 forms a part of the Board's  
Report issued to the shareholders u/s 134 of the 
Companies Act, 2013. 

In the Secretarial Audit Report (Form MR-3), the 
Secretarial Auditor has to report on the Internal 
Audit system of the Company by stating that “there 
are adequate systems and processes in the 
company commensurate with the size and 
operations of the company to monitor and ensure 
compliance with applicable laws, rules, regulations 
and guidelines”. 

In view of the above and also upon plain and 
meticulously going through the provisions of 
Section 138 of the Companies Act, 2013 read with 
Rule 13 of the Companies (Accounts), Rules, 2014, 
it can be inferred that provisions of Section 138 can 
also be extended to Internal Secretarial Audit .

Need for Internal Secretarial Audit-

The recent instances of DHFL, YES Bank, Nirav 
Modi, Vijay Mallaya and DSK etc. are not only the 
examples of corporate frauds but also of bad 
corporate governance and bad internal 
compliances- financial and secretarial as well . 

By conducting an Internal Secretarial Audit, 
efficiency of the company can be improved since 
documentation and compliances are checked and 
verified periodically.  The adherence of the 
Company with all the applicable laws can be closely 

monitored and can  be examined before hand, 
before the Secretarial Auditor could point it out , 
thus unearthing the non compliances or corporate 
frauds to a certain extent. 

A Company Secretary has a specialized and 
extensive knowledge of compliances to be done 
under the Corporate Laws, SEBI and Stock Exchange 
related laws, FEMA, Labour Laws, Competition 
laws, Business and commercial Laws, Industrial 
Laws, IPR's, Drafting of agreements and/or 
contracts, etc.  He, as an Internal Secretarial auditor 
can check, verify and examine the compliances 
thoroughly before it is checked , examined and 
verified by the Secretarial Auditor and he can 
certainly aid the Company in achieving good 
corporate governance.

Internal Secretarial Audit Report -

Since a qualified CS can be “such other professional 
as may be decided by the Board” for conducting 
Internal Audit and since  the Internal Auditor may 
or may not be an employee of the Company, 
considering the volume of work involved, number , 
variety and complexity of laws and compliances 
involved in a Secretarial Audit, the Internal 
Secretarial Audit Report must be obtained in house 
from a Wholetime Company Secretary in case of 
Companies where there is a Wholetime Company 
Secretary or alternatively from a PCS to have a third  
eye examination. The CS or PCS shall address a 
detailed report to the Board of Directors covering 
compliances in respect of all the applicable laws to 
the Company.

The Internal Secretarial Audit system will overall 
enhance the compliance level of the Company. It is 
a kind of periodical due diligence of the secretarial 
and legal compliances of the Company resulting 
into minimum or no frauds, irregularities and non-
compliances.  Having an Internal Secretarial Audit 
system within an organisation will lead to “Ease of 
doing business” for the Corporates as there will be 
no fear of non-compliances, fines, penalties, 
additional fees etc. 

March - 2022
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Conclusion-

In my view, the scope and role of an Internal 
Secretarial Audit u/s 138 should not be limited only 
to those Companies to which Secretarial Audit is 
applicable u/s 204 of the Companies Act, 2013  
(since the Secretarial Auditor has to report on 
Internal Audit system on applicable laws, rules, 
regulations, guidelines etc.) but also to other class 
of companies which come with in the purview of 

the provisions of Section 138 of the Companies Act, 
2013 read with Rule 13 of the Companies 
(Accounts), Rules, 2014 (which are not covered u/s 
204 of the Act). 

This will eventually boost the opportunities for CS 
profession, will brand build the CS Profession and 
the CS Profession will soon become a “Preferred 
Profession”. 

March - 2022
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On the land of increasing environmental issues  I 
decided to talk on. But as a beginning I am so 
clueless. Then decided to work on the “Working of 
Mother Earth.” I am always being curious about. 
Why scientists called the earth that less than 50 
percent of earth is able to discover yet. But 
remaining adventures destinations, Logics, action 
and reactions are still under the dark. 

In the beginning, I mentioned types of global 
environmental issues and causes then I move 
towards the pocket friendly Solutions currently 
working superbly and at the end I am trying to give 
an conclusion.

Today let us look up the topic of Increasing 
Environmental Issues and the solutions (as they are 
increasing rapidly with no elm). After all, it is totally 
upon us, whether to work on or ignore it until it 
ceases off into the giant devil. I started writing 
because I thought many of you have to pay 
attention, may have different innovative ideas. It 
only works if we work upon rather than our Khayali 
Pulao. Our surrounding is actually working on these 
issues to improve it from their prospective. Now it 
is our turn to participate in with up gradation.

So here are some currently occurs in entire globe: -

· Pollution :- 

Types of pollution:-

Major forms of pollution include air pollution, light 
pollution, litter, noise pollution, plastic pollution, 
soil contamination, radioactive contamination, 
thermal pollution, visual pollution, and water 
pollution.

Causes of Pollution:-

1. Urbanization and industrialization : Since the 
era of industrial revolution, man has 

continued to introduce hazardous materials 
into the environment at an alarming rate.

2. Mining and exploration : After mining the 
surface remain opens that exposes hazardous 
gases in environment.

3. Agricultural activities : Due to insufficient 
knowledge and training, farmers are unable to 
fix the amount of fertilizers and pesticides. 
Excess use of these chemicals not only 
terminates the soil but also decreases the 
nutritional values in the food produced.

4. Burning of fossil fuels : Non-renewable gases 
are being use in tremendous amount in all 
mechanical works. Earlier we have both solar 
and electrical renewable source available, 
which helps in decreasing fossil fuel demand.

5. Particulate matter : While discharging 
industrial harmful chemical into the river, the 
process of dilution and purification must be 
done. It helps to avoid contaminate water and 
soil.

6. Plastics : It has low degradation rate i.e. it take 
more time for degradation than the bio-
products.

· Soil Degradation :-

Soil degradation is the physical, chemical and 
biological decline in soil quality. It can be the loss of 
organic matter, decline in soil fertility, and 
structural condition, erosion, adverse changes in 
salinity, acidity or alkalinity, and the effects of toxic 
chemicals, pollutants or excessive flooding

Causes of Soil Degradation:-

1. Agricultural, industrial, and commercial 
pollution: - These are releasing gaseous and 
chemicals that contaminates the soil and 
decreases its nutritional properties.

2. loss of arable land due to urban expansion, 
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overgrazing: - On the base of Mass concreting, 
the soil unable to absorb the ground water.

3. Unsustainable agricultural practices: - The 
farmer knows the resultant reaction of the 
fertilizers and pesticides the used.

4. Long-term climatic changes: - These changes 
include thinning of Ozone layer, melting 
glaciers on South and North Pole, increasing 
temperature and unseasonal rain. 

·    Global Warming :-

Climate change refers to long-term shifts in 
temperatures and weather patterns. These shifts 
may be natural, primarily due to the burning of 
fossil fuels (like coal, oil, and gas), which produces 
heat-trapping gases.

Causes of Global Warming: -

1. Oil and Gas : Oil and Gas is used all the time in 
almost every industry.

2. Deforestation: - Increasing population and 
wood demands are the causes of cutting trees.

3. Waste:- While releasing waste in any 
environmental bodies, waste must be diluted 
(and processed to make the eco-friendly 
fertilizer like VERMICOMPOST  if possible )

4. Power Plants: - Electricity generation through 
the combustion of fossil fuels to generate heat 
needed to power steam turbines. Burning 
these fuels results in the production of carbon 
dioxide - the primary heat-trapping, 
“greenhouse gas” responsible for global 
warming.

5. Oil Drilling: - While transporting natural oils 
from ship in waterways, due to leakage of oils 
water gets contaminated which is harmful to 
the water bodies and plants. 

6. Transport and Vehicles: - Vehicles releases 
CO2 gas while burning natural gases like Petrol, 
Diesel.

7. Consumerism: - Production and use of 
household items emits greenhouse gas that 
causes global warming to the extent.

8. Farming: - Famer must have the knowledge of 
fertilizer and pesticides they use. This 
chemicals not only be eco-friendly but also 
helpful to  maintain the nutritional percent in 
food

9. Refrigerants:- Refrigerants break down ozone 
molecules in less amount but has strong 
enough to emit green house gases.

10. Penguin's Poop:- Penguin's poop consists 
Nitrous Oxide that contaminates the 
surrounding as this gas cannot be found or 
produce on earth elsewhere

·      Overpopulation :-

Overpopulation is the world's top environmental 
issue, followed closely by climate change and the 
need to develop renewable energy resources to 
replace fossil fuels, according to a survey of the 
faculty at the SUNY College of Environmental 
Science and Forestry.

Causes of Overpopulation: -

1. Falling Mortality Rate. The primary (and 
perhaps most obvious) cause of population 
growth is an imbalance between births and 
deaths. 

2. Underutilized Contraception. 

3. Lack of Female Education: - An women should 
have the overall in depth knowledge of the 
surrounding (specially about the finance and 
economy; as these are the backbone of the 
society)

4. Ecological Degradation: - Cutting trees and 
animals disturbs the eco-cycle. That results 
ecological degradation takes place. 

5. Increased Conflicts:- Overpopulation increases 
conflicts on property rights as the per capita 
income decreases with scarcity of goods and 
services.

6. Higher Risk of Disasters and Pandemics: - earth 
has natural objects that are produced by 
nature (and destroyed by humans as per the 
accommodation) like trees that absorbs CO2 

SAVE MOTHER EARTH TO SAVE OUR EXISTENCE
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and releases O2 gas. Then we have huge giant 
mountains to helps to absorb the harmful 
gases

·   Natural Resource Depletion: - 

Resource depletion is the consumption of a 
resource faster than it can be replenished. Natural 
resources are commonly divided between 
renewable resources and non-renewable 
resources. Use of either of these forms of resources 
beyond their rate of replacement is considered to 
be resource depletion

Causes of Natural Resource Depletion: - 

1. Overpopulation: - This is the cause because 
population is directly proportional to the 
demand and consumption of food and items.

2. Over consumption and waste: - Via 
controlling birth rate we can overcome from 
this solution.

3. Deforestation and the Destruction of 
Ecosystems leading to loss of biodiversity: - 
Trees are the primary part of our ecosystem. 
While destructing, the ecological balance 
disturbs simultaneously.

4. Mining of Minerals and Oil: - Rather mining 
the natural non-renewal resources, time 
demands to replace them with renewable 
sources.

5. Technological and Industrial Development.

6. Erosion: - This is natural process done by the 
friction between soil and erosive agents like 
water, ice, snow, air.

7. Pollution and Contamination of resources.

8. Generating Unsustainable Waste.

9. Waste Disposal.

Examples to some of the eco-friendly products:-

1) An juice owner serve the juices into fruit shells 
to serve rather using plastic containers.

2) An software engineer in Pune is start 
campaign as Pune Bloggers which is an 
initiative to clean river and riverside areas in 
Pune.

3) Sahaj Samruddha Seed bank works on the 
collection and conservation of traditional 
seeds and agricultural processes to maintain 
the nutritional values so as to maintain an 
healthy lifestyle.

4) Paani Foundation a NGO is working in drought 
prevention and watershed management in 
Maharashtra State.

What is in our hand: -

 Carry polythene (made up of fiber) to avoid  
 plastic usage.

 Eat fresh food rather eating the food processed 
 with oven and refrigerator 

 Never throw anything in river and sea water.

 Use eco-friendly biodegradable products.

 Work with campaigns who are working for  
 solving these environmental problems.

March - 2022
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In the last Sanhita issue, we briefly discussed Turquand's 
Rule which is established as the Doctrine of Indoor 
Management. This Doctrine protects the outsiders who 
are not members, shareholders, Directors and 
associates of the Company, only if, the person who is 
seeking protection has assured himself that he is not 
aware of public documents of the Company.

We should also think of a doctrine, which protects 
insiders of the Company i.e. members, shareholders, 
Directors, officers and associates of the Company. Under 
Turquand's Rule-Doctrine of indoor management was 
that any  knowledge of chartered documents, available 
in public domain, to the person entering into contract 
with the company cannot claim any protection under 
Doctrine of Indoor Management for irregularity of the 
contract, This awareness and having knowledge of the 
public documents i.e. Memorandum of Association and 
Articles of Association of the Company is itself called as 
constructive notice. This principle is termed as Doctrine 
of Constructive Notice.

Notice means knowledge of something; a status where a 
person is aware about something. Notice can be 
expressed information in oral or writing. If a company is 
directly providing information or papers before entering 
into a contract with the Company then it is an expressed 
notice to the person who is entering into a contract with 
the Company. It implies legitimate presumption from 
the person who is entering into a contract with 
Company, Directors and its officers that he has gone 
through Memorandum and Articles of Association of the 
Company effectively and after that entering into a 
contract. Memorandum and Articles, as mentioned 
above, are public documents and available to inspect 
and review at the Registrar's Office as well. Nothing from 
these documents can be hidden and suppressed by the 
Company, its Directors and Officers.

It's the responsibility of the Person to review and 
examine the charter/constitution documents of the 
company before starting discussion, negotiation and 
completion of the Contract. Person completes 
transaction with the Company and later claims before 
adjudicating authority that he was not aware of the rules 

and regulations or chartered documents of the 
Company, it will not save him. The definite presumption 
from the person entering into a contract with the 
Company, its Directors and Officers is that he is aware of 
and having information of the formation documents of 
the Company. This rule cannot be applied by the 
C o m p a n y,  i t s  D i r e c t o r s  a n d  O f f i c e r s  f o r  
documents/disclosures which are not available in the 
public domain.

Section 399 of the Companies Act 2013-inspection, 
production and evidence of documents kept by 
Registrar; itself makes a way for a legitimate belief from 
the person who is entering into a contract with the 
Company that the person has taken review and 
inspection of the public documents of the Company 
before entering into a contract. It submits that “Any” 
person may inspect documents, electronically, filed and 
registered with the Registrar of Companies and take 
certified copies of the papers after payment of 
prescribed fees. Certified Copy of the inspected papers 
are also admissible as evidence having equal validity to 
the original documents. Hence it is believed that public 
documents view and inspection services are available 
for the general public and a person, entered into a 
contract with the company, cannot claim that he was not 
aware about the chartered documents, the business, 
rules and regulations of the Company.

References:

1.E-Book ICSI (https://e-book.icsi.edu/default.aspx)

2.ICSI Executive Programme-Company Law module- 
JULY 2017 Edition
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Sr.

No.

Notification / 

Circular

Particulars

1. Notificationdated 

04th

 

March 2022.

 
The Limited Liability Partnership (SecondAmendment) Rules, 2022

 

MCAhas issued the Limited Liability Partnership (Second  Amendment) 

Rules, 2022. Following are the Amendments:

 

 

1.

 

Rule 11(1)

 

-

 

Now 5 DINs can be applied In Form FiLLiP.

 

 

2.

 

Rule 11(3)

 

-

 

Alongwith Certificate of Incorporation, PAN & TAN 

will be allotted.

 

 

3.
 

Rule 24(6)
 

-Statement of Account s
 

and Solvency may be 

signed on behalf of the LLP by an Interim Resolution 

Professional or Resolution Professional, or Liquidator or LLP 

Administrator in case where the Corporate Insolvency 

Resolution Process (CIRP) has been initiated against the LLP 

under the IBC, 2016 or the LLP Act, 2008.
 

 

4. Rule 25(2) -  If the CIRP has been initiated against the LLP 

under IBC, 2016 or LLP Act, 2008 having turnover up to Rs.5 

Crores during the corresponding FY or contribution up to

Rs.50 Lakhs has come under liquidation under the said Code , 

2016 or the said Act, 2008, then the Annual Return may be 

signed on behalf of LLP by Interim Resolution Professional or 

Resolution Professional or Liquidator or Administrator of LLP 

and no certification of Designated Partner shall be required.

 5.
 

While filing Form FiLLiP, basic details of the Designated 

Partners will be fetched from the DigiLocker.
 

 6.
 

Incorporation Process alongwith LLP Form No. 9 (Consent by 

Designated Partners)and all other e-forms of LLP are now web 

based like Form SPICE+.

 

 7.

 

Latitude & L ongitude of the Registered Office of the LLP is 

Mandatory while filing Form FiLLiP.

 

 
8.

 

LLP Form No. 8

 

(Statement of Account & Solvency and Charge 

filing) to include Contingent Liability reporting.

9. Penalties &Compounding of Offences to be mentioned in the 

LLP Form No. 11 (Annual Return).

Sr. No Notification / Circular Particulars

1 Notification dated 
th04  March 2022.

The Limited Liability Partnership (Second Amendment) Rules, 2022

MCAhas issued the Limited Liability Partnership (Second Amendment) Rules, 
2022. Following are the Amendments:

1. Rule 11(1) - Now 5 DINs can be applied In Form FiLLiP.

2. Rule 11(3) - Alongwith Certificate of Incorporation, PAN & TAN will be 
allotted.

3. Rule 24(6) -Statement of Accounts and Solvency may be signed on 
behalf of the LLP by an Interim Resolution Professional or Resolution 
Professional, or Liquidator or LLP Administrator in case where the 
Corporate Insolvency Resolution Process (CIRP) has been initiated 
against the LLP under the IBC, 2016 or the LLP Act, 2008.

4. Rule 25(2) - If the CIRP has been initiated against the LLP under IBC, 
2016 or LLP Act, 2008 having turnover up to Rs.5 Crores during the 
corresponding FY or contribution up to Rs.50 Lakhs has come under 
liquidation under the said Code, 2016 or the said Act, 2008, then the 
Annual Return may be signed on behalf of LLP by Interim Resolution 
Professional or Resolution Professional or Liquidator or Administrator 
of LLP and no certification of Designated Partner shall be required.

5. While filing Form FiLLiP, basic details of the Designated Partners will be 
fetched from the DigiLocker.

6. Incorporation Process alongwith LLP Form No. 9(Consent by 
Designated Partners)and all other e-forms of LLP are now web based 
like Form SPICE+.

7. Latitude & Longitude of the Registered Office of the LLP is Mandatory 
while filing Form FiLLiP.

8. LLP Form No. 8 (Statement of Account & Solvency and Charge filing) to 
include Contingent Liability reporting.

9. Penalties &Compounding of Offences to be mentioned in the LLP 
Form No. 11 (Annual Return).
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SR NO. NOTIFICATION
DATE

PARTICULARS/CONTENT

1 Mar 07, 2022 Automation of disclosure requirements under SEBI (Substantial Acquisition 
of Shares and Takeovers) Regulations, 2011-System Driven Disclosures - Ease 
of doing business.

SEBI videcirculars dated December 01, 2015, December 21, 2016, May 28, 
2018and September 23,2020 implemented the System Driven Disclosures 
(hereinafter referred to as “SDD”) in phases. 

SEBI (Substantial Acquisition of Shares and Takeovers) Regulations, 2011 
(hereinafter referred to as “Takeover Regulations”)were amended vide Gazette 
Notification No. SEBI/LAD-NRO/GN/2021/46 dated August 13, 2021doing 
away with manual filing for  most of  the transactions with  effect from April 01, 
2022. 

Thus transactions undertaken in the depository system under Regulation 
29and  Regulation  31of  Takeover  Regulations do  not  require  manual  filing 
except for the cases mention in the Circular: https://www.sebi.gov.in/legal/ 
circulars/mar-2022/automation-of-disclosure-requirements-under-sebi-
substantial-acquisition-of-shares-and-takeovers-regulations-2011-system-
driven-disclosures-ease-of-doing-business-_56655.html

2 Mar 08, 2022 Change in UPI limits - Revision to Operational Circular for issue and listing of 
Non-convertible Securities, Securitised Debt Instruments, Security Receipts, 
Municipal Debt Securities and Commercial Paper

Chapters  I  and  II  of  the  Operational Circular  no.  SEBI/HO/DDHS/P/CIR/ 
2021/613 dated August 10, 2021, issued by SEBI, provides the procedures 
pertaining to issue and  listing  of  Non-convertible  Securities,  Securitised  
Debt  Instruments,  Security Receipts, Municipal Debt Securities and 
Commercial Paper. 

The said Circular, inter-alia,providesan option to investors to apply in public 
issues of debt securities with the facility to block funds through Unified 
Payments Interface (UPI)mechanism for application value upto Rs.2 lakh.

NPCI vide circular reference no. NPCI/UPI/OC No. 127/ 2021-22 dated 
December 09, 2021,inter alia, has enhanced the per transaction limit in UPI 
from Rs. 2 lakh to Rs. 5 lakh for UPI based Application Supported by  Blocked  
Amount (ASBA) Initial  Public Offer(IPO).

SEBI UPDATES
st st

1  March 2022 to 31  March 2022
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SR NO. NOTIFICATION
DATE

PARTICULARS/CONTENT

3 Mar 15, 2022 Discontinuation of usage of pool accounts for transactions in the units of 
Mutual Funds: Clarifications with respect to Circulars dated October 4, 2021

https://www.sebi.gov.in/legal/circulars/mar-2022/discontinuation-of-usage-
of-pool-accounts-for-transactions-in-the-units-of-mutual-funds-
clarifications-with-respect-to-circulars-dated-october-4-2021_56887.html

4 Mar 17, 2022 Revision in Orders Per Second limit for algorithmic trading in Commodity 
Derivatives Segment of the Stock Exchange

https://www.sebi.gov.in/legal/circulars/mar-2022/revision-in-orders-per-
second-limit-for-algorithmic-trading-in-commodity-derivatives-segment-of-
the-stock-exchange_56977.html

5 Mar 22, 2022 Standardisation of industry classification - Revision in Chapter - XIV of 
Operational Circular for issue and listing of Non-convertible Securities, 
Securitised Debt Instruments, Security Receipts, Municipal Debt Securities 
and Commercial Paper

Chapter -XIV of the Operational Circular no. SEBI/HO/DDHS/P/CIR/2021/613 
dated August 10, 2021, issued by SEBI, stipulatesprovisions mandating stock 
exchanges and  depositories  to  jointly  create,  host  and  maintain  a  
Centralized  Database  of corporate bonds, held in de-mat form. Annex -XIV -A 
to the said chapter, inter-alia,provides the list of data fields to be submitted by 
the issuer to depositories, at the time of allotting the ISIN. 

The Market Data Advisory Committee (MDAC), a standing committee 
constituted by SEBI, comprising  of  representatives  from  stock  exchanges,  
depositories  and  other market  participants, examined  the  existing  
industry  classification  structures,  across sectors, and  developed  a  revised  
harmonised  four  level  industry  classification framework for adoption by all 
stakeholders and for all relevant processes/ purposes in Indian securities 
market. A standarised framework will help bring about uniformity in the 
classifications being used across sectors as on date.

Accordingly, the amendments are being madetoChapter -XIV (Centralized 
Database for corporate bonds/ debentures) of the Operational 
Circular:https://www.sebi.gov.in/legal/circulars/mar-2022/standardisation-
of-industry-classification-revision-in-chapter-xiv-of-operational-circular-for-
issue-and-listing-of-non-convertible-securities-securitised-debt-
instruments-security-receipts-mun-_57060.html
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6 Mar 23, 2022 Change in control of Sponsor and/or Manager of Alternative Investment Fund 
involving scheme of arrangement under Companies Act, 2013

To streamline  the  process  of  providing  approval  to  the  proposed  change  
in control  of the  Sponsor and/orManagerof the  AIF involving  scheme  of 
arrangement which needs sanction of National Company Law Tribunal 
(“NCLT”) in  terms  of  the  provisions  of  the  Companies  Act,  2013,  following  
has  been decided:

i. The application seeking approval for the proposed change in control of the 
Sponsor and/orManagerof the AIF under Regulation 20(13) of AIF 
Regulations shall be filed with SEBI prior to filing the application with the 
NCLT;

ii. Upon being  satisfied  with  compliance  of  the  applicable  regulatory 
requirements, in-principle approval will be granted by SEBI;

iii. The validity of such in-principal approval shall be three months from the 
date of issuance, within which the relevant application shall be made to 
NCLT;

Within 15 days from the date of order of NCLT, applicant shall submit the 
following documents to SEBI for final approval:

a. Application for the final approval;

b. Copy of the NCLT Order approving the scheme;

c. Copy of the approved scheme;

d. Statement explaining modifications, if any, in the approved scheme vis-à-
visthe draft scheme and the reasons for the same; and

e. Details of compliance with the conditions/ observations mentioned in the 
in-principal approval provided by SEBI

7 Mar 24, 2022 Introduction of Options on Commodity Indices - Product Design and Risk 
Management Framework
In an endeavour to have more products in the Commodity Derivatives Market 
and based  on  the  recommendation  of Commodity  Derivatives  Advisory  
Committee (CDAC)and proposal from Stock Exchanges, it has now been 
decided to permit recognised Stock  Exchanges having  a Commodity  
Derivative   segment,to introduce options on commodity indices.
The product design and risk management framework should be in conformity 
with the guidelines prescribed inthe Annexuretothis circular which is 
ava i l a b l e  at :  htt ps : / / w w w. s e b i . gov. i n / l e ga l /c i rc u l a rs / m a r -
2022/introduction-of-options-on-commodity-indices-product-design-and-
r i s k - m a n a g e m e n t - f r a m e w o r k _ 5 7 1 2 2 . h t m l a t  
https://www.sebi.gov.in/legal/circulars/jan-2022/framework-for-
operationalizing-the-gold-exchange-in-india_55251.html
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8 Mar 28, 2022 Circular on Product Specifications pertaining to EGR Segment in India

The framework, states that the entire transaction in EGR segment has been 
divided into three tranches. In tranche 1, physical gold will be converted into 
EGR; in tranche 2,EGR shall be traded on stock exchanges; and in tranche 3, EGR  
can  be  converted  into  physical  gold. The  framework  also  states  that  stock 
exchanges  may  launch  contracts  with  different denomination for trading  
and  /  or conversion of EGR into gold.

In  this  regard, the stock  exchanges  may  launch  products  /  contracts subject  
to complying with the following guidelines:

a. Any  person  desirous  of dealing  in  EGR  on  the  stock  exchange shall  
deposit the gold with the registered Vault Managers, in the 'deposit unit', 
which shall be specified by the stock exchanges. 

b. The trading of EGR shall take place on stock exchanges, in the 'trading unit', 
which shall be specified by the stock exchanges. The stock exchanges shall 

thensure  that  trading  unit  is  not  smaller  than  1/10  of  the 
corresponding deposit unit.  For example: On deposit  of 100gm  gold  bar,  
1  EGR  may  be created  of  100  gm  trading  unit  or  10  EGRs may  be  
created of  10gm each trading unit. 

c. The 'settlement unit' of EGR shall be same as 'trading unit', which shall  be 
specified by the stock exchanges. 

d. Beneficial owner of EGR intending to obtain physical gold against the 
EGR/s, shall follow the procedure as stated in SEBI Circular dated January 
10, 2022. The 'withdrawal unit' of EGR shall be same as 'deposit unit', 
which  shall be specifiedby the stock exchanges.

e. In addition  to  ISIN  norms  specified  in  Annexure  2  of  SEBI  Circular  no. 
SEBI/HO/CDMRD/DMP/P/CIR/2022/19 dated February 14, 2022, the ISINs 
of EGRs shall also contain details of deposit unit and trading unit, for the 
purpose of easy identification by the investors. 

f. The stock  exchanges  shall  disseminate adequate information  to  
investors, especially for EGRs with different deposit and trading unit. 

g. The details of deposit unit / withdrawal unit and trading unit / delivery unit 
shall be clearly spelt out in the contract specifications of the exchange.

SEBI UPDATES
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9 Mar 28, 2022 Calculation of investment concentration norm for Category III AIFs

Regulation  15(1)(d)of SEBI (Alternative Investment Funds) Regulations, 2012 
(“AIF Regulations”), has been amended and notified on March 16, 2022, to 
provide flexibility to Category III AIFs, including  large  value  funds  for  
accredited  investors  of  Category  III AIFs, to calculate investment 
concentration norm based either on  investable  funds  or net  asset  
value(“NAV”)of  the scheme while  investing  in  listed  equity  of an investee 
company, subject  to  the  conditions  specified  by  the  Board  from  time  to  
time. Copy of the notification is available at link.

In this regard, the following is specified:

a. Existing  Category  III  AIFs  may  opt  for  calculating  investment  
concentration  norm based on investable funds with the approval of their 
trustees or board of directors or designated  partners,  as  the  case  may  
be,  and  inform  the  same  to  their  investors within 30 days from the date 
of the issuance of this circular.

b. All Category III AIFs shall disclose the basis for calculation of investment 
concentration norm in the placement memorandum of  their schemes.

c. The basis for calculating investment concentration norm shall not be 
changed during the term of the scheme.

d. Category III AIFs which choose to calculate investment concentration norm 
based on NAV,    shall    comply    with para    2    of  SEBI    circular    no. 
SEBI/HO/IMD/IMD-I/DOF6/P/CIR/2021/663 dated November 22, 2021.

This circular shall come into force with immediate effect.

10 Mar 29, 2022 Operational guidelines for 'Security and Covenant Monitoring' using 
Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT)

https://www.sebi.gov.in/legal/circulars/mar-2022/timelines-for-rebalancing-
of-portfolios-of-mutual-fund-schemes_57376.html

11 Mar 30, 2022 Timelines for Rebalancing of Portfolios of Mutual Fund Schemes

https://www.sebi.gov.in/legal/circulars/mar-2022/timelines-for-rebalancing-
o f - p o r t f o l i o s - o f - m u t u a l - f u n d - s c h e m e s _ 5 7 3 7 6 . h t m l
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12 Mar 30, 2022 Clarification on applicability of regulation 23 of SEBI (Listing Obligations and 
Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015 in relation to Related Party 
Transactions

Regulation 23 of the SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements), 
Regulations 2015 ('LODR Regulations')was  amended  vide  notification  dated  
November  9,2021, inter-alia, enhancing  the  scope  of  related  party,  related  
party  transactions(RPTs)and  the materiality threshold for seeking 
shareholder approval. 

Based on the representations received from listed entities and industry bodies, 
it has been decided to provide the following clarifications and guidance for 
smooth implementation of the amended Regulation 23 of the LODR 
Regulations:

(I) For an RPT that has been approved by the audit committee and 
shareholders prior to  April  1,  2022,there  shall  be  no requirement  to  
seek  fresh  approval from  the shareholders.

(ii) Regulation 23(8) of the LODR Regulations specifies that all existing 
material related party contracts or arrangements entered into prior to the 
date of notification of these regulations and which may continue beyond 
such date shall be placed for approval of the shareholders in the first 
General Meeting subsequent to notification of these regulations.

 In accordance with the said regulation, an RPT that has been approved by 
the audit committee  prior  to  April  1,  2022 which continues  beyond 
such  date and becomes material   as   per  the   revised   materiality   
threshold  shall   be   placed   before  the shareholders in the first General 
Meeting held after April 1, 2022. 

(iii) It  is  reiterated  that  an  RPT  for  which  the  audit  committee  has 
granted  omnibus approval, shall continue to be placed before the 
shareholders if it is material in terms of Regulation 23(1) of the LODR 
Regulations.

Transparency, accountability and  shareholder  empowerment are  the  
bedrock  of robust corporate governance. Listed entities, therefore, shall 
ensure to comply with the spirit of the law  and endeavour  to provide relevant  
and  detailed information to enable  and  empower shareholders for taking an 
informed decision.

The explanatory  statement contained  in  the notice  sent  to  the  
shareholders for seeking approval for an RPT shall provide relevant information 
so as to enable the shareholders to take a view whether the terms and 
conditions of the proposed RPT are not unfavourable to the listed entity, 
compared to the terms and conditions, had similar transaction been entered 
into between two unrelated parties.

The  information  so  provided  shall  include but  not be limited  to the  
information specified  in circular dated November 22, 2021 so as to enable to 
the shareholders to take an informed decision.
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1 Mar 03, 2022 Investment in Umbrella Organization (UO) by Primary (Urban) Co-operative 
Banks

With reference to circular UBD. (PCB). BPD. Cir.No.46/16.20.000/2008-09 
dated January 30, 2009 on Investments in Non-SLR securities by Primary 
(Urban) Co-operative Banks. Paragraph 2 (i) of the circular states that the non-
SLR investments shall be limited to ten per cent of a bank's total deposits as on 
March 31 of the previous year. Further, paragraph 2 (iii) (b) states that 
investments in unlisted securities shall not exceed ten per cent of the total 
non-SLR investments at any time.

RBI has accorded regulatory approval to National Federation of Urban Co-
operative Banks and Credit Societies Ltd. (NAFCUB) in June 2019 for formation 
of Umbrella Organization (UO) for the UCB Sector. The approval inter-alia 
permits UCBs to subscribe to capital of the UO on voluntary basis.

It is advised that the investment made for subscribing to the capital of the UO, 
for acquiring its membership, shall be exempt from the limits prescribed in 
Paragraphs 2(i) and 2(iii)(b) of the circular ibid.

This circular is applicable to all Primary (Urban) Co-operative Banks.

2. Mar 08, 2022 Issue and regulation of share capital and securities - Primary (Urban) Co-
operative Banks

https://www.rbi.org.in/scripts/NotificationUser.aspx?Id=12251&Mode=0

3 March 10, 2022 Exim Bank's Government of India supported Line of Credit (LoC) ofUSD 7.29 
million to the Government of Cooperative Republic of Guyana

https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/NotificationUser.aspx?Id=12253&Mode=0

4 March 10, 2022 Exim Bank's Government of India supported Line of Credit (LoC) ofUSD 500 
million to the Government of the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka

https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/NotificationUser.aspx?Id=12254&Mode=0

5 Mar 14, 2022 Master Direction  Reserve Bank of India (Regulatory Framework for 
Microfinance Loans) Directions, 2022

https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/NotificationUser.aspx?Id=12256&Mode=0
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6 Mar 23, 2022 Formation of new district in the State of Meghalaya – Assignment of Lead 
Bank Responsibility

The Government of Meghalaya vide Gazette Notification No.HPL.84/2021/253 
dated November 09, 2021 had notified formation of a new district in the State 
of Meghalaya. It has been decided to assign the lead bank responsibility of the 
new district (Eastern West Khasi Hills) to Punjab National Bank

7 Mar 23, 2022 Master Direction - Classification, Valuation and Operation of Investment 
Portfolio of Commercial Banks (Directions), 2021 – Amendment

The Master Direction outlines the prudential treatment for investment in 
Venture Capital Funds (VCFs). RBI have received queries from banks regarding 
the applicability of these instructions for investment in Alternative Investment 
Funds (AIFs).

Accordingly, on a review, it has been decided that the investment in Category I 
and Category II AlFs, which includes VCFs, shall receive the same prudential 
treatment as applicable for investment in VCFs.

In addition, based on feedback from banks, clarifications / updates have been 
provided regarding section 4(a)(vii), 10(c)(ix), 12(ii)(b), 12(ii)(d)(ix), 13(iv)(b), 
16(i), 16(ii), 18(ii)(e)(ii) and Annex II of the Master Direction.

The relevant sections of the Master Direction have been amended to reflect the 
aforementioned changes.

This circular is applicable to all Commercial Banks (excluding Regional Rural 
Banks).

8 Mar 24, 2022 Annual Closing of Government Accounts – Transactions of Central / State 
Governments – Special Measures for the Current Financial Year (2021-22)

All government transactions done by agency banks for Financial Year 2021-22 
must be accounted for within the same financial year. Accordingly, the 
following arrangements are put in place to report and account for Government 
transactions for March 31, 2022.

All agency banks should keep their designated branches open for over the 
counter transactions related to government transactions upto the normal 
working hours on March 31, 2022.

Transactions through National Electronic Funds Transfer (NEFT) and Real Time 
Gross Settlement (RTGS) System will continue upto 2400 hours as hitherto on 
March 31, 2022.

Special clearing will be conducted for collection of government cheques on 
March 31, 2022 for which the Department of Payment and Settlement Systems 
(DPSS), RBI will issue necessary instructions.

Regarding reporting of Central and State Government transactions to RBI, 
including uploading of GST / e-receipts luggage files, the reporting window of 
March 31, 2022 will be extended and kept open till 1200 hours on April

 1, 2022.

FEMA UPDATES
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9 Mar 25, 2022 Framework for Geo-tagging of Payment System Touch Points

To facilitate nuanced spread of acceptance infrastructure and inclusive access to 
digital payments, the Monetary Policy Statement 2020-21 on October 08, 2021 
had announced that a framework for geo-tagging of physical payment acceptance 
infrastructure would be prescribed by Reserve Bank. Accordingly, a framework for 
capturing geo-tagging information of payment system touch points deployed by 
banks / non-bank PSOs is laid out in the Annex to the notification. The date from 
which the information shall be reported to Reserve Bank shall, however, be 
advised in due course.

https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/NotificationUser.aspx?Id=12260&Mode=0

10 Mar 31, 2022 Bilateral Netting of Qualified Financial Contracts - Amendments to Prudential 
Guidelines

https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/NotificationUser.aspx?Id=12262&Mode=0

11 Mar 31, 2022 Master Direction - Classification, Valuation and Operation of Investment 
Portfolio of Commercial Banks (Directions), 2021 – Amendment

In terms of Section 9 of the Master Direction ibid, investments classified under 
HTM shall be carried at acquisition cost, with the premium over the face value 
being amortised over the tenor of the instrument. It is expected that the 
acquisition of such instruments shall be at the fair value of the security at the time 
of its acquisition. This instruction also applies to re-capitalisation bonds received 
from the Government of India towards banks' recapitalisation requirement and 
held in the investment portfolio (cf. Section 6 of the Master Direction ibid).

It is clarified that investments in special securities received from the Government 
of India towards bank's recapitalisation requirement from FY 2021-22 onwards 
shall be recognised at fair value / market value on initial recognition in HTM. The 
fair value / market value of these securities shall be arrived on the basis of the 
prices / YTM of similar tenor Central Government securities put out by Financial 
Benchmarks India Pvt. Ltd. (FBIL). Any difference between the acquisition cost and 
fair value arrived as above shall be immediately recognized in the Profit and Loss 
Account.

This circular is applicable to all Commercial Banks (excluding Regional Rural 
Banks).
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Brief Facts 

1. The Appeal was filed by the Resolution 
Professional being (Company Appeal (AT) (Ins.) 
No.371 of 2022 challenging the order of NCLT.

2. Since Renu Residency Private Limited was 
going for Corporate Insolvency Resolution 
Process, and Upma Jaiswal's resolution plan 
was rejected by the resolution professional, 
Ms. Upma Jaiswal (Respondent before NCLAT) 
had preferred an application before the NCLT 
Allahabad seeking direction to the Resolution 
Professional of Renu Residency Pvt. Ltd. to 
place the resolution plan before the 
Committee of Creditors.

3. Resolution Professional opposed the same by 
stating that the Upma Jaiswal is ineligible 
under Section 29A of the Code and therefore, 
the plan cannot be placed before the COC for 
voting. (Section 29A of the Insolvency 
Bankruptcy Board of India lays down 
restrictions on resolution applicants for 
submitting the resolution plan)

4. NCLT after referring to the case of ArcelorMittal 
India Private Limited versus Satish Kumar 
Gupta, (2019) 2 SCC 1 held that the resolution 
plan can be placed before the COC along with 
the opinion of Resolution Professional on the 
eligibility of Upma Jaiswal under Section 29A of 
the Code and thereafter, an appeal was filed 
before the NCLAT.

5. Further before the NCLAT bench the Resolution 
Professional contended that the Resolution 
Plan of Upma Jaiswal was not eligible as per 
Section 29A of the Code and therefore, 
Resolution Professional cannot place the plan 
before the COC for approval and plan 

submitted by the other resolution applicant is 
already under consideration at advanced stage 
before the COC and therefore, NCLT cannot 
direct the plan of Upma Jaiswal to be 
considered by the COC.

6. Thereafter NCLAT relied on para 80 of the case 
Arcelor Mittal case which reads as follows "80. 
However, it must not be forgotten that a 
Resolution Professional is only to "examine" 
and "confirm" that each resolution plan 
conforms to what is provided by Section 30(2).

Conclusion:

1. Under Section 25(2)(i) followed by Section 
30(3) read in conjunction which provides that 
where a resolution applicant is found to be 
ineligible under Section 29A(c), the resolution 
applicant shall be allowed by the Committee of 
Creditors such period, not exceeding 30 days, 
to make payment of overdue amounts in 
accordance with the proviso to Section 29A(c).

2. It was contended that the question as to 
whether the plan submitted by Ms. Upma 
Jaiswal is to be rejected or approved is a 
question which need to be decided by the CoC. 
The Resolution Professional at best can give his 
opinion with regard to eligibility of the 
Resolution Applicant whether it conforms to 
Section 29A and other provisions of the Code 
or not. held that these issues regarding the 
eligibility of Resolution Applicant can be held 
by NCLT if any question arises regarding the 
same after the approval of the Resolution plan 
by the Committee of Creditors and accordingly 
the NCLAT dismissed the appeal filed by the 
Resolution Professional.

NCLT / NCLAT ORDER

NATIONAL COMPANY LAW APPELLATE TRIBUNAL, PRINCIPAL BENCH, NEW DELHI
Comp. App. (AT) (Ins.) No. 371 of 2022

In the matter of:
 Sharavan Kumar Vishnoi     ....Appellant

Vs.
 Upma Jaiswal &Ors.      …Respondents

CS  IP Sandeep Kulkarni
Email : ipsandeepkulkarni@gmail.com
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Sr. 
No.

Activities 
conducted

Remarks

1 58th Batch of One Day 
Orientation programme 
for Executive Students  
(04.03.2022)

Pune Chapter of WIRC of ICSI organized 58th Batch of One Day Orientation 
programme for Executive Students at Pune Chapter on 04.03.2022 which 
was attended by 22 students. CS Kalyani Shirode was the eminent faculty for 
the session

2 Guidance Session on “How 
to prepare for the 
Professional 
Examinations”
(05.03.2022)

Pune Chapter of WIRC of ICSI organized “Guidance Session on- How to 
prepare for the Professional Examinations” at Pune Chapter on 05.03.2022 
which was attended by 16 students. CS Kalyani Shirode was the eminent 
faculty for the session.

3 59th Batch of One Day 
Orientation programme 
for Executive Students  
(11.03.2022)

Pune Chapter of WIRC of ICSI organized 59th Batch of One Day Orientation 
programme for Executive Students at Pune Chapter on 11.03.2022 which 
was attended by 43 students. CS Kalyani Shirode was the eminent faculty for 
the session.

4 60th Batch of One Day 
Orientation programme 
for Executive Students  
(16.03.2022)

Pune Chapter of WIRC of ICSI organized 60th Batch of One Day Orientation 
programme for Executive Students at Pune Chapter on 16.03.2022 which 
was attended by 46 students. CS Kalyani Shirode was the eminent faculty for
 the session.

5 41st Batch of MSOP for 
Professional Students
(07.03.2022 to 
24.03.2022)

Pune Chapter of WIRC of ICSI organized 41st Batch of MSOP programme for 
Professional Students at Pune Chapter from 07.03.2022 to 24.03.2022   
which was attended by 33 students.

6 61st Batch of One Day 
Orientation programme 
for Executive Students  
(19.03.2022)

Pune Chapter of WIRC of ICSIorganized 61st Batch of One Day Orientation 
programme for Executive Students in online mode on 19.03.2022 which was 
attended by 35 students. CS Kalyani Shirode was the eminent faculty for the 
session.

7 62nd Batch of  One Day 
Orientation programme 
for Executive Students  
(22.03.2022) 

Pune Chapter of WIRC of ICSI organized 62nd Batch of One Day Orientation 
programme for Executive Students in online mode on 22.03.2022 which was 
attended by 21 students. CS Kalyani Shirode was the eminent faculty for the
 session.

	

	

Chapter Report
st stFrom 01  March 2022 to 31  March 2022

By CS Vishal Patil, Secretary, Pune Chapter of WIRC of ICSI 

(Email ID: secretary@icsi.edu)

STUDENTS' TRAINING ACTIVITIES
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Sr. 
No.

Activities conducted Remarks

8 63rd Batch of  One Day 
Orientation programme 
for Executive Students 
(25.03.2022)  

Pune Chapter of WIRC of ICSI organized 63rd Batch of One Day Orientation 
programme for Executive Students in online mode on 25.03.2022 which was 
attended by 45 students. CS Harmeet Kaur was the eminent faculty for the 
session.

9 Placement Drive by Pune 
Chapter of WIRC of ICSI 
for Executive & 
Professional Students

(25.03.2022)

thPune Chapter of WIRC of ICSI organized 57  Batch of One Day Orientation 

programme for Executive Students at Pune Chapter on 28.02.2022 which was 

attended by 26 students. CS Kalyani Shirode was the eminent faculty for the 

session.

10 64th Batch of  One Day 
Orientation programme 
for Executive Students  
(31.03.2022)

th6  Batch of 15 days EDP (15 days classroom) was organized by Pune 
th ndChapter of WIRC of ICSI from 14  February 2022 to 02  March 2022 in 

virtual mode. The batch was attended by 49 students.

11 24th Batch of  2 Days 
Induction programme for 
Executive Students 
(28.03.2022 to 
30.03.2022)  

Various Career Awareness Sessions were organised for Students in various 

colleges and schools by Pune Chapter of WIRC of ICSI in and around Pune 

wherein students were apprised about CS Course, its scope.

PROGRAM / MEETINGS & EVENTS 
From 01st March 2022 to 31st March 2022

CHAPTER REPORT

Sr. No. Activities conducted Remarks

1 Full day Seminar on:-
“Law of Contract & 
Nitty Gritty of Joint 
Venture Agreement”
(04th  March 2022

Pune Chapter of WIRC of ICSI has organized a Seminar on “Law of Contract & 
Nitty Gritty of Joint Venture Agreement” on 04th March 2022.

CS Kiran Chitale, Country Head of Legal – Commercial, Innovation and 
Technology Legal, India at Barclays Global Service Centre Private Limited & 
Prof. Nilima Bhadbhade, Expert in Laws of Contracts, Visiting Faculty ILS Law 
College were the eminent faculties for this program.  

This Program was attended by 101 delegates. 04 CPE (Structured) were 
awarded to the members who had attended this Seminar.

2 Full day Conference 
on:-
“International Women's 
Day 2022”

(05th  March 2022)

Pune Chapter of WIRC of ICSI has organized a Seminar on the occasion of 
“International Women's Day 2022” on 05th March 2022.

Mrs. Rupali Chakankar Chairperson, Maharashtra State Women Commission 
was the chief guest for the conference. 

CA Neha Phadke Partner, PSAC & Associates, Dr. Padmini Sundaram, Mrs. 
Trupti Nanal Founder, Posimind Consulting LLP & Ms. Veena Moktali Founder 
of Periwinkle Technologies Pvt Ltd were the eminent faculties for this 
program.  

This Program was attended by 109 delegates. 04 CPE (Structured) were 
awarded to the members who had attended this Seminar.
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CHAPTER REPORT

Sr. No. Activities conducted Remarks

3 Study Circle Meeting on 
“Opportunities for 
Company Secretary in 
Valuation”
(05th  March 2022)

Pune Chapter of WIRC of ICSI organized a Study Circle Meeting on 
“Opportunities for Company Secretary in Valuation” on 05th March 2022.

CS Sheetal Rajahansa, PCS & Registered Valuer was the eminent faculties for 
this webinar.  

This study circle meeting was attended by 34 delegates. 01 CPE (Structured) 
was awarded to the members who had attended this study circle meeting.

4 Two Days Residential 
Workshop on 
“Critical Issues in 
Corporate Laws - 2022”
(11th& 12th  March 
2022)

Pune Chapter of WIRC of ICSI has organized a Two Days Residential Workshop 
on “Critical Issues in Corporate Laws - 2022”on 11th & 12th March 2022.

CS Dr. K.R. Chandratre, Past President of ICSI and Practicing Company 
Secretary, Pune, CS Mahesh Athavale, Past President of ICSI and Partner, Kanj 
& Co., LLP, Pune & CS Makarand Joshi, Partner, Makarand M. Joshi & Co., 
Mumbai were the eminent faculties for this program.  

This Program was attended by 63 delegates. 08 CPE (Structured) were 
awarded to the members who had attended this Workshop.

5 Study Circle Meeting on 
“All about Producer 
Companies”

(11th  March 2022)

Pune Chapter of WIRC of ICSI organized a Study Circle Meeting on “All about 
Producer Companies” on 05th March 2022.

CS Raghav Kulkarni, PCS was the eminent faculties for this webinar.  

This study circle meeting was attended by 46 delegates. 01 CPE (Structured) 
was awarded to the members who had attended this study circle meeting.

6 Full day Seminar on:-
“Start Up - Recent 
Trends, Key Methods of 
Fundraising & Practical 
insights”

(18th  March 2022)

Pune Chapter of WIRC of ICSI has organized a Seminar on “Start Up - Recent 
Trends, Key Methods of Fundraising & Practical insights” on 18th March 
2022.

Adv Nitin Potdar, Corporate Lawyer and M&A Partner at J. Sagar Associates, 
Advocates & Solicitors, Mumbai, CS Vivek Sadhale Founder, LegaLogic 
Consulting, Pune & Dr. Renuka Karandikar, Co-Founder, Bio Prime Agri 
solutions Pvt. Ltd., Pune were the eminent faculties for this program.  

This Program was attended by 217 delegates. 04 CPE (Structured) were 
awarded to the members who had attended this Seminar.

7 Study Circle Meeting on 
“All about Nidhi 
Companies”

(18th  March 2022)

Pune Chapter of WIRC of ICSI organized a Study Circle Meeting on “All about 
Nidhi Companies” on 18th March 2022.

CS Raghav Kulkarni, PCS was the eminent faculties for this webinar.  

This study circle meeting was attended by 33 delegates. 01 CPE (Structured) 
was awarded to the members who had attended this study circle meeting.

March - 2022
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CHAPTER REPORT

Sr. No. Activities conducted Remarks

8 Full day Seminar on:-
“CSR – Then – Now – 
Way Forward and 
Opportunities for CS”

(19th  March 2022)

Pune Chapter of WIRC of ICSI has organized a Seminar on “CSR – Then – Now – 
Way Forward and Opportunities for CS” on 19th March 2022.

Dr. CS J Sridhar, Past President ICSI, Company Secretary & Compliance Officer, 
Bajaj Auto Ltd.& Dr. Shweta Bapat, HOD Human Resource Kaveri College, 
Pune were the eminent faculties for this program.  

This Program was attended by 131 delegates. 04 CPE (Structured) were 
awarded to the members who had attended this Seminar.

9 Study Circle Meeting on 
“Conversion of Entities”

(19th  March 2022)

Pune Chapter of WIRC of ICSI organized a Study Circle Meeting on 
“Conversion of Entities” on 19th March 2022.

CS Sohal Thakur, PCS, CS Nikhil Karwa, PCS & CS Vishal Salunke, PCS were the 
eminent faculties for this webinar.  

This study circle meeting was attended by 33 delegates. 01 CPE (Structured) 
was awarded to the members who had attended this study circle meeting.

10 Two Days Non-
Residential Conference 
on “Secretarial Audit”

(25th& 26th  March 
2022)

Pune Chapter of WIRC of ICSI has organized a “Two Days Non-Residential 
Conference on “Secretarial Audit” on 25th & 26th March 2022.

CS I U Thakur, Partner, SIUT & Co LLP, Company Secretaries, Pune,  CS Vinita 
Nair, Senior Partner, Vinod Kothari and Company, Mumbai, CS B 
Renganathan,General Counsel & Corporate Secretary, Emcure 
Pharmaceuticals Limited, Pune, CS Smita Raichurkar, Company Secretary and 
Head Legal, Kirloskar Oil Engines Limited, Pune, CS Sheetal S. Joshi, Partner, 
SVD & Associates, Practicing Company Secretaries, Pune, CS Siddharth 
Kshirsagar, Manager-Secretarial, Tech Mahindra Limited, Pune, CS Anil 
Khatri, Company Secretary, Tech Mahindra Limited, Pune, CS Venkataraman 
K, Partner, BNP & Associates, Mumbai, Mr. Pradeep Ramkrishnan, General 
Manager, SEBI, CS Ashish Boradkar, VP Group Head Legal & Company 
Secretary, CS Prajot Tungare, Prajot Tungare and Associates were the 
eminent faculties for this webinar.  

This Program was attended by 135 delegates. 08 CPE (Structured) were 
awarded to the members who had attended this Conference.

11 Study Circle Meeting on 
“Foreign Entities
Registration and 
Structuring under CA, 
2013 - Nuances & 
Interplays”
(26th  March 2022)

Pune Chapter of WIRC of ICSI organized a Study Circle Meeting on “Foreign 
Entities Registration and Structuring under CA, 2013 - Nuances & Interplays” 
on 26th March 2022.

CS Ameya Munagekar was the eminent faculty for this Study Circle Meeting. 

This study circle meeting was attended by 56 delegates. 01 CPE (Structured) 
was awarded to the members who had attended this study circle meeting.

March - 2022
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PROGRAM- SEMINAR ON LAW OF CONTRACT & NITTY GRITTY OF JOINT VENTURE AGREEMENT 
TH

PROGRAM DATE : 04  MARCH 2022

FACULTIES: CS KIRAN CHITALE & PROF. NILIMA BHADBHADE

MEMORY REFRESHING

March - 2022
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PROGRAM- CONFERENCE ON THE OCCASSION INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY 2022
TH

PROGRAM DATE : 05  MARCH 2022
FACULTIES: MRS. RUPALI CHAKANKAR, CA NEHA PHADKE, 

DR. PADMINI SUNDARAM, MRS.TRUPTI NANAL & MS. VEENA MOKTALI.

March - 2022

MEMORY REFRESHING
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PROGRAM- STUDY CIRCLE MEETING ON OPPORTUNITIES FOR COMPANY SECRETARY IN VALUATION
THPROGRAM DATE : 5  MARCH 2022

FACULTIES: CS SHEETAL RAJAHANSA

PROGRAM-WORKSHOP ON CRITICAL ISSUES IN CORPORATE LAWS - 2022
TH THPROGRAM DATE: 11 & 12  MARCH 2022

FACULTIES: CS DR. K .R. CHANDRATRE, CS MAHESH ATHAVALE &CS MAKARAND JOSHI

March - 2022

MEMORY REFRESHING
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March - 2022

MEMORY REFRESHING
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PROGRAM- STUDY CIRCLE MEETING ON “ALL ABOUT PRODUCER COMPANIES”
TH

PROGRAM DATE : 11  MARCH 2022- FACULTIES: CS RAGHAV KULKARNI

March - 2022

MEMORY REFRESHING
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PROGRAM- SEMINAR ON “START UP - RECENT TRENDS, 

KEY METHODS OF FUNDRAISING & PRACTICAL INSIGHTS” 
THPROGRAM DATE: 18  MARCH 2022

FACULTIES: ADV NITIN POTDAR, CS VIVEK SADHALE & DR RENUKA KARANDIKAR

March - 2022

MEMORY REFRESHING
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PROGRAM- STUDY CIRCLE MEETING ON “ALL ABOUT NIDHI COMPANIES”
PROGRAM DATE: 18TH MARCH 2022 - FACULTIES: CS RAGHAV KULKARNI

March - 2022

MEMORY REFRESHING
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PROGRAM- STUDY CIRCLE MEETING ON “ALL ABOUT NIDHI COMPANIES”
TH

PROGRAM DATE: 18  MARCH 2022 - FACULTIES: CS RAGHAV KULKARNI

March - 2022

MEMORY REFRESHING
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PROGRAM- SEMINAR ON “CSR – THEN – NOW – WAY FORWARD AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR CS” 
TH 

PROGRAM DATE : 19 MARCH 2022
FACULTIES: DR. CS J SRIDHAR & DR. SHWETA BAPAT

March - 2022

MEMORY REFRESHING
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PROGRAM- STUDY CIRCLE MEETING ON “CONVERSION OF ENTITIES”
TH

PROGRAM DATE : 19  MARCH 2022
FACULTIES: CS SOHAL THAKUR, CS NIKHIL KARWA & CS VISHAL SALUNKE

March - 2022

MEMORY REFRESHING
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March - 2022

PROGRAM- CONFERENCE ON “TWO DAYS NON-RESIDENTIAL WORKSHOP ON SECRETARIAL AUDIT” 
TH TH

 PROGRAM DATE: 25  & 26  MARCH 2022
FACULTIES: CS I U THAKUR, CS B RENGANATHAN, CS SMITA RAICHURKAR, 

CS SHEETAL S. JOSHI, CS SIDDHARTH KSHIRSAGAR, CS ANIL KHATRI, 
CS VENKATARAMAN K, MR. PRADEEP RAMKRISHNAN, CS PRAJOT TUNGARE & CS ASHISH BORADKAR.

MEMORY REFRESHING
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March - 2022

MEMORY REFRESHING
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March - 2022

PROGRAM- STUDY CIRCLE MEETING ON “FOREIGN ENTITIES REGISTRATION 
AND STRUCTURING UNDER CA, 2013 

THNUANCES & INTERPLAYS” - PROGRAM DATE: 26  MARCH 2022
FACULTIES: CS AMEYA MUNAGEKAR

MEMORY REFRESHING
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March - 2022

th
58  BATCH OF ONE DAY ORIENTATION PROGRAMME 

BY PUNE CHAPTER OF WIRC OF ICSI (IN VIRTUAL MODE)
PROGRAM DATE : 04.03.2022

THBOX CRICKET TOURNAMENTS ON 6  MARCH 2022

MEMORY REFRESHING
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March - 2022

MEMORY REFRESHING
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